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introduction to slow
travel in south korea

Although South Korea is a very busy and modern country, it's surprisingly
accommodating for "slow travel" style adventures.  In fact it was in South
Korea 12 years ago that we first discovered and fully understand what slow
travel is, and how wonderful it can be. It was then we created a film Jeju: A
Slow Travel Adventure that was featured in the Bicycle Film Festival and the
Korea Expat Film Festival.  Slow travel is a kind of way to enjoy travel more -
by slowing down and soaking up beautiful scenery, talking to locals, exploring
the culture/art of a place and embracing the serendipity of what happens
when you don't rush off to the next place in a car. 
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https://www.koreanrooftop.com/buy/jeju-a-bicycle-adventure-in-south-korea-download-movie


With this list, a bit of mime, patience, and a good sense of humour we
think you'll be able to get around just fine. If all else fails just grab a
passing teenager - most of them speak at least a little English as they're
forced to study it at school.

The middle column is just a pronunciation guide, it's not necessarily the
correct way to write these words using the English alphabet.
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quick and easy
korean phrases

HIDDEN LANES - SLOW TRAVEL GUIDES TO DISCOVER HIDDEN GEMS
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HIDDEN LANES - SLOW TRAVEL GUIDES TO DISCOVER HIDDEN GEMS
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our top places to go in
south korea - slow
travel style
We've travelled most of South Korea while living there for 9 years and now we
don't, we travel frequently there. We love Korean culture, landscape and
people, so if you're the same, you'll probably love the places on our top place
to visit list. South Korea is great for slow travel as everything is quite close
together and pretty easy to get to. 
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the demilitarized zone
See North Korea with your own eyes. Take the bus into the JSA, through a
mined forest devoid of signs of modern civilization to see Panmunjom, where
heads of state have meetings with the North Korean leadership. Walk within
meters of a line painted on the ground that divides North and South Korea,
guarded by armed soldiers with orders to shoot if you try to cross. What
could be more exciting?
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slow ferry to Jeju
Take the s low ferry f rom Mokpo,  which wi l l  a l low you to walk
around outs ide and rea l ly  soak in  the v iew.  The tr ip takes about
s ix  hours in  tota l  and just  over  ha l f  of  that  is  cru is ing just  off
the is land-studded coast  of  Southern Korea .  Spread your
picnic b lanket  or  grab a seat  and k ick back to enjoy the
unbel ievable scenery scrol l ing by .  Read more here .
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https://www.koreanrooftop.com/blog/jeju-island-by-ferry-slow-travel
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gyeonghui palace
Seoul has lots of palaces and they’re all amazing, but this palace is a bit
special. It’s one of the less well-known and least visited palaces, but it’s just as
charming as the more popular ones. You can have the whole place to yourself
and take in the serene atmosphere created by the traditional architecture and
the sense of isolation it creates - it’s like a forgotten bubble of magic and
peace in the middle of the bustling city. Very Studio Ghibli.
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bukcheon and insadong
Bukcheon is filled with beautiful ancient stone and wood houses. It’s got little
winding alleys where you’ll find hidden tea houses with courtyard gardens, and
never-ending block after block of traditional, tile-roofed homes. Insadong has
cafes, restaurants, museums, and stores devoted to paper, books, calligraphy
supplies, ceramics, metal sculptures, and brushes. And tourists, there’s a heck
of a lot of those too!
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daedunsan
These incredible mountains in bizarre shapes leave you in no doubt you have
arrived in the "hermit kingdom" of yore. It’s like walking into an ancient brush
painting... only with metal staircases, a cable car, and suspension bridges that
will leave you dizzy with vertigo.
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buddhist temples
South Korea is full to brimming with incredible temples dedicated to this
ancient religion with its roots in India. They range in age from over a millennia
to just a couple of years, the oldest being Bongeunsa in Seoul, which dates
back to 794. Our favorite is Donghaksa in Gyeryeongsan National Park near
Sejong. The current temple building was built in the 19th century, after the
original, which dated back to 920, was destroyed during a rebellion. 
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...and more
We have a lot more places we love to visit including some magical places on
Jeju Island, Gangneung, Jeonju, Mokpo, lakes, rivers, mountains, shopping
districts and beaches. Email to let us know of any gems we may have missed
Email here (or you can join our South Korea Slow Travel Facebook group here).
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